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Forward Looking Statements
This presentation contains "forward-looking statements" within the meaning of applicable securities laws. All statements contained herein that are not clearly historical in nature
may constitute forward-looking statements.
Generally, such forward-looking information or forward-looking statements can be identified by the use of forward-looking terminology such as "plans", "expects" or "does not
expect", "is expected", "budget", "scheduled", "estimates", "forecasts", "intends", "anticipates" or "does not anticipate", or "believes", or variations of such words and phrases or
may contain statements that certain actions, events or results "may", "could", "would", "might" or "will be taken", "will continue", "will occur" or "will be achieved". The forwardlooking information and forward-looking statements contained herein include, but are not limited to, statements regarding: the ability of the Company to fulfill the listing
requirements of the Exchange and obtain final listing approval, the filing of prospectus-level disclosure of the Company on SEDAR, the proposed services and clients of the
Company, and the expected industry growth of the global aerospace economy.
Forward-looking statements in this presentation are based on certain assumptions and expected future events, namely: the Company’s ability to continue as a going concern; the
Company’s ability to continue to develop revenue-generating applications; continued approval of the Company’s activities by the relevant governmental and/or regulatory
authorities; the continued growth of the Company; the Company’s ability to finance its operations until profitability can be achieved and sustained; and the ability of the Company
to fulfil the listing requirements of the Exchange.
These statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, which may cause actual results, performance or achievements to differ materially from those
expressed or implied by such statements, including but not limited to: the potential inability of the Company to continue as a going concern; risks associated with potential
governmental and/or regulatory action with respect to the Company’s operations; the inability of the Company to provide the enumerated services; and the risks associated with
the Company’s ability to meet the Exchange’s listing guidelines.
Readers are cautioned that the foregoing list is not exhaustive. Readers are further cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward-looking statements, as there can be no
assurance that the plans, intentions or expectations upon which they are placed will occur. Such information, although considered reasonable by management at the time of
preparation, may prove to be incorrect and actual results may differ materially from those anticipated.
Forward-looking statements contained in this presentation are expressly qualified by this cautionary statement and reflect the Company’s expectations as of the date hereof and
are subject to change thereafter. The Company undertakes no obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, estimates or
opinions, future events or results or otherwise or to explain any material difference between subsequent actual events and such forward-looking information, except as required
by applicable law.
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We intend to deliver the solution our customers need – safe,
reliable, affordable and strategically located space launch on
their schedule.
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STRENGTHS (cont’d)
Viable Spaceport Location
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Market challenge:
•

Few companies have their own launch sites, forcing a reliance
on government ranges that offer little flexibility or prioritization

!

Current spaceport locations cause increased logistical costs and difficulty

!

Existing launch inclinations are quite limited

How we solve this challenge:
!

We will provide full control over launch schedules allowing for more
flexible and controlled programs

!

We offer a strategic geographic advantage in the northern hemisphere

!

We provide a wide range of inclinations and launch sites for Polar and Sun
Sync Orbits
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Spaceport Nova Scotia is uniquely positioned to serve the medium
launch vehicle market

!

The satellite market has shifted away from large satellites in
geostationary orbit to small satellites in LEO inclinations

!

Constellation concepts require a diversity of launch service providers
to spread launch schedule risks

!

Constellation developers can’t depend on competitors to launch their
satellites

!

As new constellations complete initial deployment, extensive
replacement satellite fleets need to be launched approximately every
3-5 years

!

Breaking into the market with 5 ton cargo lift capacity with full
manufacturing capability in place outpaces any other new vehicles
being considered
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GLOBAL SPACE ACTIVITY & SATELLITE
,'(+.*"- *"/'(. @ /A)&'(,'0 "&),(9Total Space Industry Revenues2
(In US$ billions)

!

Projected to top US$1+ trillion in revenue within 20 years1

!

The launch industry is the backbone for the entire ecosystem

!

Global broadband satellite constellations in LEO, including SSO,

&*!

#%#
)+$

!"#

require thousands of satellites to build-out their networks

!

!$%&'

Significant expansion in Near Earth Imaging satellite

Internet of Things usage and adoption will drive further growth

!

Launch-on-Demand is critical to the constellation market

7%
Services Providers 3
Manufacturing
Satellite Operators
Launch Services
Ground

$337B

Massive shift from government funding to venture capital,
strategic investors and public marketing financings

85%

Note: See “Market and Industry Data” disclaimer on page 3.
1. Wall Street Research.
2. Euroconsult Space Economy Report December 2021.
3. Including end user terminals.
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business model to fill gaps in coverage

!
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2021 Space Market Value Chain2

constellations

!

!$!%'
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Launch Site

Private Commercial Range

SSO/Polar

55 Degree Inclined

GTO

,-./ ,-0-1/2-34 56

78

78

9/:

9/:

;/00/<= >.-?/ ,/0@/24 56

78

78

9/:

9/:

Nova Scotia, Canada

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

A-0</0B/2C4 ,'

78

9/:

78

78

;8<D-E F:3-0<4 ';

78

9/:
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Medium Class Launcher

Flight Heritage

In North America

4 Meter Fairing

Max Lift (kg)

5D2/K3= G/@-

78

IGL

IGL

IGL

M>6A F0<D-

9/:

78

78

%4+#$

Cyclone 4M

Yes

Yes

Yes

5,000

>8=NO

9/:

78

9/:

+4$$$

P8?E/@ 6-B 7/N@280

78

IGL

IGL

IGL

A/C-

9/:

78

78

)4)$$

P/3-@D1D@= I/2-0Q%

78

9/:

78

!4+##

Source: Various industry reports.
Note: See Disclaimer on page 2-3.
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INSATIABLE DEMAND !#" 9/#
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Select Satellites in Constellation (New or Expanded)

Select Ongoing Projects

6# of Satellites)

%%4R*)
+4++*

Currently working toward an initial
constellation of 3,236 satellites
called Project Kuiper

&4)+!
#4+"R

Received FCC authorization for a
constellation of 147 satellites

%4**$
%4)+)
%4%R$

Currently about halfway through
deploying its initial constellation of
648 satellites in orbit

!%&
%R"

Source: CNBC and Federal Communications Commission filings.
Note: See “Market and Industry Data” disclaimer on page 3.
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MARKET CAPITALIZATION
Capitalization Table @ June 30, 2022
Common Shares - Issued & Outstanding
Stock Options

Warrants
Convertible Debentures & Accrued Interest

403,460,592
26,660,039
23,649,930
53,231,292

Common Shares - Fully Diluted

103,541,261
507,001,851
50.5%

Percentage Held by Insiders @ June 30, 2022
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OUR */&$
Companies we’ve
worked with:

Steve Matier

Keith Abriel

Harvey Doane
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Yaroslav Pustovyi

Sarah McLean

Robert Feierbach
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Companies we’ve
worked with:

Sasha Jacob

Steve Matier

Francois DesJardins
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Direct Mail Inquiries
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